All Bottled Up
Class Description
Learn the basics of bag making as you make these handy and
practical zippered bags.
Be sure to start your project with the right foundation: ByAnnie’s
Soft and Stable will add support and stability to the bag. Soft and
Stable is not quilted in this bag, but you’ll love the body and
stability that it provides — even without quilting.
Discover how easy it is to add a handbag zipper to your project.
Learn to use mesh in your bags for beautiful, stretchy pockets.
And discover the benefits of using fold-over elastic to finish edges.
Learn about tools that make sewing so much easier: rotary cutters
and rulers, proper machine feet, bias tape makers (for zipper
pulls), turning tools, stilettos, pressing tools, chalk markers, and
more!
All Bottled Up is perfect to protect Essential Oils or nail polish in
bottles from 5 to 15 ml and up to 3½” tall. Additional space down
the middle can be used for more bottles or other supplies.
Instructions for three different sizes are included in this pattern:
small (with mesh dividers for 6 bottles), medium (10 bottles), 14
(bottles).

Class Supply List
In this class we will make the medium case. You will need the
following supplies in class:

 All Bottled Up pattern
 Fabric and supplies listed on pattern cover
 Thread to match fabrics

ALSO BRING TO CLASS
 Sewing machine in good working order with walking foot, 1/4" foot, and zipper foot. Don’t forget the extension table for your
machine.

 Rotary cutter and rulers
 Basic sewing kit, including #90/14 topstitch needles, Wonder Clips, a stiletto/pressing tool, pins (the large yellow-topped quilting
pins work best), scissors, thread, chalk marker or similar tool for marking lines, etc.

BEFORE CLASS
To make best use of class time, please cut out the fabric pieces according to the instructions on page 2 of the pattern BEFORE
coming to class.
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All Bottled Up

All Bottled Up
Pretty and practical, these softly-padded zippered bags with side loop handles
are quick and easy to make. ByAnnie’s Soft and Stable gives them great body and
stability. Mesh dividers separate and protect essential oils or nail polish in bottles
from 5 to 15 ml and up to 3½" tall. Additional space down the middle can be used
for more bottles or other supplies.
Instructions included for bags in three sizes: small (with mesh dividers for 6
bottles), medium (10 bottles), large (14 bottles).
If you prefer, you may skip the inner dividers and use the cases to carry
cosmetics, pens and pencils, school supplies, and more. These cases are perfect
for gift-giving, too!

Small

Medium

Large

Main fabric (body of bag)

Fat quarter

Fat quarter

Fat quarter

Lining fabric (lining)

Fat quarter

Fat quarter

Fat quarter

Contrasting fabric (handle,
bindings, and zipper pull)

Fat quarter

Fat quarter

1/3 yard

13" x 13"

13" x 16"

13" x 19"

3" x 9"

3" x 14"

3" x 19"

SUPPLIES NEEDED

ByAnnie’s Soft and
Stable® SS1018/SS2018

• Softly-padded
zippered bags
in three sizes

Mesh fabric, light-weight*
(inner dividers to hold bottles)
SUP209

• Inner mesh
dividers
separate
and protect
bottles
• Perfect for
essential oils
or nail polish
• Pretty and
practical!

5"W x 3½"H x 2½"D 8"W x 3½"H x 2½"D 11"W x 3½"H x 2½"D

Handbag zippers* ZIP24
We recommend heavy-duty
handbag zippers for these bags.
Find them in 48 fun colors at
www.ByAnnie.com.

ByAnnie’s
Soft and
Stable® gives
great body and
stability plus
cushioning
for the bottles.

Great for gifts, too!

Fold-over elastic,
⅝" wide* SUP206
May be used instead of fabric
to bind mesh dividers.

One
One
One
12" or longer 14" or longer 16" or longer

1 yard

1½ yards

2¼ yards

*Soft and Stable®, mesh, handbag zippers, and fold-over elastic are available at
www.ByAnnie.com. One 18" x 58" package of Soft and Stable® will make all three cases.
Special thanks to Westminster Fabrics for the lovely fabrics used on the cover
samples. Ask for Tula Pink’s Elizabeth collection at your local quilt shop.
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